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same name, and the second oldest light
station in the State of Massachusetts, as 241« f    - I--I- --v,BMrgit 29   <St-
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among United States lighthouses in sev- Chart of 1776, showing Brant Point Lighthouse.

eral respects. It was the first and also
among the very few lighthouses erected When the first Brant Point Light- concerned in, shipping will maintain a
and maintained at the expense of a house was built in 1746, Boston Light, light therein," but it appears that "those
township. Probably no other light in this America's first lighthouse, had been in concerned in shipping" took the view
country has been shown from so many service for 30 years. Mariners from Nan- that their own number embraced the
different structures, or has been moved tucket had passed the Boston Light on entire population of the town, and that
about so much, for no less than seven many occasions, and some of them had there was no need to disturb the original
successive lighthouses have been built     also seen the lighthouses of Europe, and arrangement.
on Brant Point. The jurisdiction over realized the advantages of such aids to
the Brant Point Lighthouse changed navigation. It was these men, and the   rr, he first Brant Point tower, built
almost as frequently, for the light after merchants of Nantucket with whom I    as it was, of wood, was burned
being maintained by the town of Nan.    they were associated who, in town meet- JL down, being no doubt set on fire
tucket (or Sherburn, as it was then    ing, in January of 1746, voted 200 bythe crude lamps ofthe time. Inthose
called) for many years, was next provid- pounds to build a lighthouse on Brant days lighthouses in the United States
ed  for at the expense  of the British Point. A lighthouse was immediately were lighted with whaleoil lamps, the oil
colony of Massachusetts. At the success- built, a small structure of wood, located being a product plentiful on the island of
ful  termination  of the Revolution,  the      on the tongue of land to the north of the Nantucket, where whaling  was  an
Commonwealth of Massachusetts pro-    town, for which all vessels steered in important activity; but the lamps then
vided for the support of the lighthouse, coming in from the sea, and which they available left much to be desired. A solid
and shortly after  1789  this, with other      had to round to reach the wharves. The cylindrical wick fitted  into a spout con-
lighthouses in various States, was ceded town built the lighthouse, but it was "in nected to the oil reservoir. There were
to the Federal Government. supposition that the owners of, or others no glass lamp chimneys in those days,
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the thick wicking provided only the
most imperfect combustion, and the .-=-  11-=/---...

lamps smoked badly; the oil also over-
flowed at the end of the spout, and in so
doing frequently carried flame with it
into the pans fitted to catch the surplus.

The usefulness of a lighthouse had                                                           '
 

been  well  demonstrated  during  the 12 .= t. Vib#md.4years that the first tower remained in
.Sservice and shortly after its burning, a · M 14-1

i'                   second  one was erected,  in  1758.  This                                                 :'                         '-
-. -second tower, also of wood, met a differ- ..  /.' 11'¥,    - \

ent fate, being blown down in March . -; A.  .1,46   ·  ·        il     .ill il 1   '
'

1774, an item in a newspaper of the time 8 r r , ...11.1111'.Ile,ri# .:AA    -        ,          1          im   rr · 1
saying that the town experienced "a
most violent gust of wind that perhaps
was ever known there," which in its 9'4,           M'£WIR,Al'3,11*+tt:'·'· 15*lo..0 14,94&18///m
progress blew down and totally destroyed                                                     Fjt%           7
the lighthouse, the loss of which "in An old Postcard showing the 1856 Brant Point Lighthouse (minus its lantern room) as it
every respect is considerable. looked around the turn of the century. USLHS collection.

"

Following this violent storm, the town
rebuilt the light again, with considerable
promptness, for it was quite important to
the safety of vessels approaching the har-
bor; but shortly thereafter a petition was
presented to the general court of the ATLANTIC OCEAN

0 BOSTON

colony of Massachusetts, praying relief
from the expense of maintaining the
light, and suggesting that it should be
supported by the taxation of all vessels
entering the port. The Colonial Legisla-
ture, on June 17, 1774, took favorable
action on the petition and passed an act Provinceto • -providing for a tax on shipping and                                                                           o \
directing that the collector of the impost

Plymouth •should turn these moneys over to the
selectmen of the town of Sherburne, as

CAPE COD BAYNantucket was then called, for the sup- MASSACHUSETTS
port of the lighthouse. Thus, the support

CAPE COD CANALof the lighthouse was provided for by
taxation levied by the colony, but the Sandwich
actual control and maintenance of the CHATHAM
light remained in the hands of the local Hyannisi

authorities.
Falmoul h

fl  ne of the earliest maps or charts, BUZZARDS  '
       on which an American light- BAY

aWoods Hole
Cl house was shown, was one of NANTUCKET SOUND
the Massachusetts coast published in
England  in  1776. This chart, compiled ;6

BRANTELIZABETH
by one des Barres, was issued, no doubt, ISLANDS 4 POINT-1because of the interest in this section of

MARTHA'S 90
coast aroused by the Revolutionary War. VINEYARD
On it was shown, at the entrance to the 4 NANTUCKET ISLAND
harbor of Nantucket, the figure of a
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The 1901 Brant Point tower as it appears today. Note the foot bridge at right. USLHS collection.

.lighthouse,  and the words "Light allowance and payment. tucket's prominence as a whaling port.
House," and close by was printed a note, In  the  year  1786 fire again destroyed       This  was a brick dwelling for the keeper
reading as follows: "To sail into Nan- the lighthouse, and the manner of   and a brick light tower close by, a tower
tucket Harbor, and carry the best water exhibiting the light for the few years fol- which is still standing today, and which
over the bar on which is 9 feet, bring the lowing this event  is not definitely is about 135 feet southerly from the site
Lighthouse to bear S. S. E. then run for known. It has been reported, however,    of the earlier lighthouses. This was the
it, giving Brant Point a birth and Haul    that the light, inside a wooden lantern first of the Brant Point towers to be fit-
in. The Buoy On the East Flat is seen in with glass windows, was hoisted between      ted with a Fresnel lens.
day time." The latter part of this state- two spars, and that this light proving The most recent of the towers to
ment, incidentally, is an early mention unsatisfactory, an open framework tower house the Brant Point Light was erected
of the use of buoys. was for a time used, but that this latter in 1901, to the eastward of the old

During the Revolutionary War it structure blew down, some time in 1788. tower, which is still standing, and at the
appears that Brant Point Lighthouse was very tip of the point. This is a white
not damaged by the military forces of    T t, therefore, appears that at the time cylindrical tower, connected with the
either the Colonies or the British, but    of the establishment of the Federal shore by a footbridge, and having the
during those uncertain times it was per- 1 Government  in 1789, there  was no light 26 feet above water.  It is fitted with
force neglected, and probably for a con- lighthouse at Brant Point, although the an electric light within a fifth order lens,
siderable period was not lighted. Howev- light may have been displayed from    and also with a fog bell. Brant Point
er, the newly founded Commonwealth some temporary erection. It is shortly Light has lost some of its importance in
of Massachusetts, in 1783, took steps to before 1825 before the records are again recent years through the establishment
remedy this condition. The May session definite,  and then it was stated that a of range lights nearby, these lights mark-
of the legislature of that year passed the new tower was needed. Congress appro-       ing the axis of the dredged channel lead-
following resolution: "That Stephen priated $1,600 for a residence for the     ing in from Nantucket Sound, but it still
Hussey, Esq., be, and he is, hereby keeper, on which was a tower and serves to mark the point around which
appointed a committee to repair and put lantern for the light and this was built in all vessels must pass to reach the inner
in proper order, the lighthouse on the   1825. This structure was in use until harbor.
island of Nantucket,  and  lay his    1856, when still another lighthouse was
accounts before the General Court for built, one more in keeping with Nan-
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